# Hebrew (HEBR)

## Courses

**HEBR 001 Elementary Modern Hebrew I 4 Credits**  
Class instruction will focus on the introduction of the Hebrew alphabet and basic vocabulary. Instruction will also emphasize the basics of Hebrew listening comprehension, vocabulary, reading, writing, grammar and speaking. Class activities are planned for an inclusive approach to different styles of learning. No previous study of Hebrew required.  
**Attribute/Distribution:** HU

**HEBR 002 Elementary Modern Hebrew II 4 Credits**  
Continuation of Hebrew 1. Instruction will focus on expanding Hebrew vocabulary and grammar; introduction of the past tense. Class activities are planned for an inclusive approach to different styles of learning. Hebrew 1 or previous background in Hebrew required.  
**Attribute/Distribution:** HU

**HEBR 011 Intermediate Modern Hebrew I 4 Credits**  
Class instruction will focus on developing fundamental patterns of conversation and expanding grammar. Hebrew 1 and Hebrew 2, or previous background in Hebrew required.  
**Attribute/Distribution:** HU

**HEBR 012 Intermediate Modern Hebrew II 4 Credits**  
Continuation of Hebrew 011. Class instruction will focus on developing fundamental patterns of conversation and expanding grammar. Hebrew 1 and Hebrew 2, or previous background in Hebrew required.  
**Attribute/Distribution:** HU

**HEBR 151 Hebrew Special Topics 1-4 Credits**  
Class instruction will focus on cultural, ethnic, and religious dimensions of Israeli society through film. Class discussion and writing in Hebrew will be based on related topics. Consent of instructor required. Taught in Hebrew.  
**Repeat Status:** Course may be repeated.

**HEBR 152 Hebrew Special Topics II 4 Credits**  
Continuation of HEBR 151. Class instruction will focus on cultural, ethnic, and religious dimensions of Israeli society through film. Class discussion and writing in Hebrew will be based on related topics. Consent of instructor required. Taught in Hebrew.  
**Repeat Status:** Course may be repeated.